Minimize Cellular Dead Zones

Gaps in cellular networks can wreak havoc on an agency’s ability to effectively monitor the activities of enrollees in a given area. BLUtag® from Securus Monitoring Solutions eliminates the problems caused by coverage gaps. This ingenious one-piece GPS device automatically switches between AT&T® and Verizon® cellular networks on the fly to provide reliable, seamless coverage of enrollees as they go about their day-to-day activities. There’s no switching devices, no reminders to switch networks, and no worries for supervising officers.

No one else in the industry offers this powerful option from a single device.

BLUtag® Advantages

- Supervising officers can focus on managing their caseload instead of dealing with notification headaches caused by drops in cellular network coverage.
- Supervising officers can count on receiving event notifications from BLUtag in a consistent, timely manner.
- BLUtag’s dependable coverage means enrollee accountability remains more consistent.